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In this presentation, we dive into corporate venturing with a special focus
on successful corporate-startup relationships
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Technology can rapidly change our world and (disruptive) innovations
often come from the outside of the established market

The corporate venturing landscape is changing – with popular
corporate venturing programs and corporate accelerators shifting
direction over the last years

Corporates need structure! – venture units need to provide a stage-gate
process to guide the corporate and hide the creative chaos of startups
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(Disruptive) Innovations often come from the outside of the established
market
Source(s) of innovation
Copying Monk

Wine Press &
Metal Casting

Printing Press

Copying monks didn‘t invent the printing press!

Train

Carriage

„Horseless carriage“

Train companies didn‘t invent the automobile!

Music Media

Hard Disk & Internet

Digital Music distribution

Music companies didn‘t invent the download services

Taxi

Limousine Service

UBER

Taxi companies didn‘t invent Uber or MyTaxi

If we don‘t invent the next mode of technology, than somebody else will!

Images: Wikimedia Commons and openclipart.org / Content: GfK

If you don’t uber yourself,
you get kodaked!
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The innovation dilemma: We need to master two distinct challenges at the
same time
Ambidextrous Organization
CHALLENGE

Exploitation
Strengthening and extending the core
Using current ressources and capabilities
in an efficient and reliable fashion to head
in the same direction

Exploration
Established
Business

Creating the new
Searching for, acquiring and
developing new resources and
capabilities to go in a new direction

New
Business

Follow the rules and drive out the variance and slack

Break the rules and promote variance and slack

Focus on serving existing customers and their needs

Serve new customers with new needs

Manage and refine existing competences

#

Develop and lead new competences

Optimize the organization for existing rules

Develop new organization system with new rules

Make money now!

Make money later!

All organizations face the core challenge of deciding on investments in two very different types of activities: Exploitation and Exploration.
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Developing new ideas and new businesses - a win-win situation for startups
and corporates
Benefits of corporate startup relationships
Corporates are
ATTRACTIVE for startups

Startups are
IMPORTANT for Corporates
•
•
•
•

•

As a vision of the future
As a way of accessing innovative
technologies (with innovative
suppliers)
For staying on-top of market
developments
For testing ideas for new
businesses
outside the corporate
organization
New revenue steams and
business lines

•

Startups

Corporates

•
•
•

As a close partner that
provides access
• to industry expertise
• to resources, assets and
capabilities
• to a scalable customer base
and sales channels
• to technology and
manufacturing expertise
As a customer
As an investor
Sends a positive signal to
other investors

“Big companies are lately waking up to the fact that their industries are disrupted by the innovations led by startups. Instead of thinking
‘some incumbents are gonna lose, some startups are gonna win’, startups should be seen as potential partners. Partners to create more
value for your company, more value for the consumer, and for the whole industry. “ - Giuseppe Zocco, co–founder of Index Ventures

In this presentation, I would love to dive into corporate venturing with a
special focus on successful corporate-startup relationships
Agenda and objectives
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The corporate venturing landscape is changing – with popular corporate venturing
programs and corporate accelerators shifting direction over the last years…
Changing corporate venturing landscpae
2012

2013

2014

illustrative
2015

2016

2017

2018

Allianz Digital Corporate Ventures

It is not just the high number of new program launches that seems to make the news, but also their relaunch!
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The 'External Explorer' strategically bridges the gap between corporations
and startups making external innovations accessible
Introducing a coherent Corporate Venturing Framework: External Explorer
Corporate Venturing Framework along two dimensions

Prioritization of Objectives

I

Primarily
Strategic

II

Balanced

Venture
Builder

VIII

Inside-In

Strategic
Investor

IX

Commercializer

Inside-Out
Direction of Innovation Flow
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Description

VI

Educator

Exploiter

External
Explorer

Intrapreneur

V

VII

Primarily
Financial

III

Internal
Explorer

IV

External Explorer

Financial
Investor

Outside-In

• Exploring strategic activities that arise outside the
boundaries of the corporation, where thus innovation
flows outside-in
• It encompasses all activities which help making use of
the potential value beyond the horizon of a company
bridging the gap between themselves and the startup
world
• This represents explorative models of engaging with
startups or other external partners to support innovation
and technology orientated entrepreneurial growth

• Startup Collaboration, Venture Client, Equity-free
Corporate Accelerator

Examples
• BMW Startup Garage

12 Source:

https://blog.v-comply.com/overcome-resistance-change-organizations/

There are several internal barriers within corporates that hinder successful
collaboration and can be classified into four categories
Common internal barriers to collaboration
STRATEGIC
Microconception of
what startups are

CULTURAL
Risk aversion

Misalignment internal
corporate straetgy and
goals

Nontransparent
information
flows

Long-decision-making
process

• Lack of top level buy-in
• Individual behavior
• Dysfunctional
communication

Rigid internal
processes

PROCEDURAL
13 Source: Nesta (2016). Scaling Together – Overcoming barriers in corporate-startup collaboration

Lack of entrepreneurial
culture

Not invented
here
Rigid
hierarchy

Unclear decisionmaking model

STRUCURAL

Companies face several external barriers when looking into collaborations
with startups
Common external barriers to collaboration
1

2

Initiating

Phase
Main
aims &
Activities

Barriers

3

Find partner

•

Build trust

•

Find contact point

•

•

Search problems

Outline form of
collaboration

•

Search problems

Progressing

Establishing

•

4

•

Negotiate terms and
conditions (IP etc.)

•

Contract

Sustaining
•

Resolve conflict

•

Maintain comms

•

Test common goals

•

Cultural and language
differences

•

Slow-decision-making

•

Change of contact

•

Power imbalance

•

Less of interest

•

Different expectations

•

IP negotiation

•

•

Lack of information

Change of strategic
priorities

•

Internal reorganization

14 Source: Nesta (2016). Scaling Together – Overcoming barriers in corporate-startup collaboration

There is often confusion as to where you draw the boundaries between a
PoCs, Pilots and productive offerings
Scope and time horizon between common experiments
Scope

Production
A productive offering works within a live, usable
(and commercial) environment, fully deployable
across the organization

Full Deployment
to support many use cases
across the organization

Production

Limited Deployment
for real customer validation

Technical Validation
in a simulated environment
or with test users

Pilot
A pilot project validates technology use cases
with real user/customer feedback, and signals
that larger scale deployment is feasible

Pilot

Proof of Concept (PoC)
A PoC validates whether technology will
work within corporate environment – and is
hypothesis-driven!

PoC

Duration
Days

Weeks

Months

Years

15 *Source: 500 Startups (2021). Startup Corporate Experiments, Finding Success with Proof-of-Concepts’, adapted from Alchemist Accelerator ‘Evaluating an
Enterprise Software Platform’

Corporates need structure! – venture units need to provide a stage-gate
process to guide the corporate and hide the creative chaos of startups
Startup Engagement Process

illustrative

Setup Phase
Define
Searchfields

Setup
Operations

Understand

Startup

Venture Unit

Corporate

Define
Strategy

Discovery Phase
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PoC

Pilot

Production

Search

Evaluate

Acceleration Phase
Negotiate

Shape

Prototype

Scaling Phase
Transfer

Scale

Sustain

In innovation, we mostly focus on the hard factors like Organization and Process,
forgetting to emphasize soft factors like the Environment and Individual(s)
Emergence of new ventures
Academic framework to describe the emergence of new
ventures (Gartner 1985)*

Individual(s)

Environment

Emergence of
new ventures

Organization

Process
Mostly out of scope
Mostly focused on

17 *Source: Gartner, W. 1985. A conceptual framework for describing the phenomenon of new venture creation. Academy of Management Review, 10: 696-706.

“No matter who you are,
most of the smartest people
work for someone else.”
Bill Joy
(Co-Founder, Sun Microsystems)
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Contact
Feel free to get in contact with me
Prof. Dr. Tobias Gutmann
Assistant Professor
Head of Siemens Product Innovation Lab
Head of TICC. (Institute of Technology, Innovation & Customer
Centricity)
E-Mail:

tobias.gutmann@ebs.edu

@tobigutmann
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tobigutmann/
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Thank you!

